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We may travel to see the seas and continents of the world – only to discover
that we never truly left our homes. We are not where we are. We are. We
live within our hearts and souls. Our souls are intertwined with the Universe. 
If we are lucky - our creativity and dreams may touch that immense and 
eternal, infinite pathway.

My life changed profoundly during the past years culminating to a near-
death experience in 2017. I was compelled to share a small part of my story
in the book ’Chaos to Clarity: Sacred Stories of Transformational Change’ by 
Rev. Patricia Cagganello (Author) and Kathleen O'Keefe-Kanavos  (Author).

Soul Travels-eBook is a free gift to all of you who want to be part of the
extended ’Chaos to Clarity’ journey and dive further into my creative world. 
This book is inspired by the scenery I was blessed to explore with my beloved
for several decades in different parts of the world. Images and poems are
compiled from single posts created during and after my travels.

Enjoy the soul travels!



Never be afraid to ask questions – just be aware –
they may be answered. 

~ Maria Lehtman

Copyright Juha Passila
Finland I The Baltic Sea

Dedicated to my knight and champion who guided me home
from the worlds in-between.



Past Waves

The past waves
Came in –

And I was washed away

The Canary Islands



Strangers in the Network

We pass and greet
Or do we just pass…

Strangers in the network

The Baltic Sea



Sorrow at My Doorstep

Sorrow stands at my doorstep. I sigh and let her in. I know better than
to expect a long reprieve. She glides quietly to the living room. I listen. 

Wondering if this time my heart will not be torn asunder.



Tiny Woollen Socks

I just came by to say, I saw frosted flower tops yesterday. I could use
a spare – if you have a pair of tiny woollen socks for me to wear.

Finland I Espoo



Mothers and Life

Mothers come from a lineage of fighting souls – braver than any
knight. Delivering life to a world where wit overshadows heart.

Italy I Aosta Valley



A Grey Swallow Dream

Finland I Espoo



Do We Accept Them?

We travel the world to find ourselves. Do we learn more about others? 
If we see them back home – Do we accept them as they welcomed

us?

Egypt I Qena



Your Are the Lighthouse

You never know whose lighthouse you are. Keep the light on. One 
day someone who has lost their way finds their wayback because of 

you.

Spain I Mallorca



Digital Exploration

Digital exploration is traveling without moving.

Italy I Rome



A Cat in Ancient Gymnasium

”Seriously guys! You should’ve chased down a few dogs if you needed
the excercise. We’re still here – the natives!”



Little Vessels of Autumn

And so they depart – our little vessels of autumn to return one day
anew

Finland I Espoo



The Earth

Have you ever felt the Earth pause her breath? A pulse beneath your feet so deep
that it made you lose your step. Made you grateful that not a single grain was lost.

We tend to forget that we are guests living on a thin crust above energy far deeper
than our imagination. 

There is no hostility there. 
Only life. 

A gentle fury. 

Spain I The Mediterranean Sea



A True Heart

Finland I Espoo



Gran Canaria



Past Waves

To stay in the light is to stand at the edge of an abyss and stare at it until your eyes
are watering, ears ringing, and heart pounding. Until it’s the only sounds that fills

your world. 

The light – true light – is translucent. It will not appear. Only darkness marks the
border so that you might not fall into it.

Spain I Ronda



Past Waves

With every sunset is a golden heart reborn. A life within life.

Finland I Vantaa





The End of My Road

In this end of my road. My reflection in the past. Where is my vessel
to venture forth? To reach the dimensions only my soul can see

when…



Thank You
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My thanks to Sacred Stories Publishing for the inspirational production
and ’Chaos to Clarity’ book project!

Maria Lehtman (Finland) is a Nordic artist specialized in digital photographic 
design. Her artwork animates self-transformation, digital and personal 

empowerment, intuitive leadership and innovation. She is a Featured Contributor 
& Columnist at BIZCATALYST 360° for Digital Transformation, Life Inspired by 

Nature 

Signature lines: Naturepic Production (2005) and The Digital Teacup (2017) 
merge digital artwork, photography, drawings, and writing inspired by nature and 

digital thought-leadership 

You will find more inspired quotes from my website: 

https://thedigitalteacup.com/inspirational-quotes-and-photos/

My previous publication: The Dreaming Doors

Travel safely!


